FÉDÉRATION INTERNATIONALE DE ROLLER SPORTS
COMITÉ INTERNATIONAL DE PATINAGE ARTISTIQUE

INFORMATION ON COMPULSORY DANCES
FOR SOLO / COUPLES FOR 2015

Further to the information sent to all Federations yesterday, I am attaching information on updated diagrams for the 2015 dances, and also a few changes that have been made by the Dance Commission.

Please make sure this information is passed to your Coaches, Judges and Skaters urgently.

There are two pages that refer to the slight changes to the compulsory dances for next season, one for couples and one for solo.

There then follows 4 files with the following dance information:

Junior Couples – Rocker Foxtrot, H.K. Tango
Junior Solo – Blues, 14 Step Plus
Senior Couples – Quickstep, Iceland Tango
Senior Solo Dance – Westminster Waltz, Tango Delancha

This information will appear on the FIRS web site for all to see.

Kind regards

MARGARET BROOKS
Chairman - CIPA